Moderate Dems, Facing Hard Midterms, Treat Climate Plan Carefully
by Evan Lehmann
June 28, 2013 - Ask Sen. Max Baucus about the president's plan for cutting electricity emissions and the veteran Democrat from Montana answers quietly, as if he's trying to keep a herd of horses calm.  "I think climate change needs to be addressed," he allowed, before cautiously adding that he's not sure whether President Obama's use of power plant regulations is the right way to do that.  "I don't know the detail, at all."
The careful approach by Baucus symbolizes the distance between Obama's passionate climate supporters on the left and a handful of centrist Democrats from swing states that lean on coal.  Instead of claps, they met the announcement with questions.  Who will be affected in their states and by how much?
Baucus, who is retiring next year after serving 6 terms in the Senate, described a political landscape in Montana that rewards policies promoting conservation and clean air.  But he's never used climate change as a top campaign message.
"It's jobs.  We just want jobs," he said.  "Our per capita income in 1946 was 10th in the nation.  10th.  Right after the war, we produced a lot of lumber, a lot of minerals.  Cars being built, houses being built.  We are now about 47th or 48th in per capita income.  So we care about jobs and income.  That's very important in our state.  So that's how these proposals tend to be looked at."
The president's climate plan is arriving at a turbulent time for Senate Democrats, who have to defend 21 seats in next year's midterm elections, compared with Republicans' 14.  Those numbers are disadvantageous as they try to prevent the GOP from gaining 6 seats and the majority.
7 of the Democratic seats are in states that supported Mitt Romney in the presidential election last year, and 3 of them are open due to retirements.  Obama's plan could create additional obstacles, according to some analysts, in places where Democrats could be vulnerable to attacks about lost coal jobs, rising energy prices and government overreach.  Among them are Arkansas, Louisiana, North Carolina and West Virginia.  "I think in some states it will play pretty badly," Jennifer Duffy, a senior editor for The Cook Political Report, said of Obama's climate plan.
Cocky Democrats?
Still, following the 2012 elections, when Republicans needed 4 seats to take control of the Senate but lost 2 instead, Obama and his party might be feeling optimistic as they head into the midterms.  Although his climate actions might enhance the danger for some Democrats, they could also push core voters to the polls in a slow year, said Mike McKenna, a Republican energy strategist.
"The Republicans are having trouble recruiting good candidates in a lot of those places, to be honest with you," he said.  "There's a little cockiness floating around the [Democratic] household, there's no doubt about that."
Some strategists see this week's climate play as a motivational factor for younger voters, in the way that immigration and gay marriage affect other constituencies.  Jim Messina, who managed Obama's 2012 election and is now national chairman of Organizing for Action, said yesterday that his group would commit its "arsenal" to supporting Obama's climate plan, even if it takes 2 years or more to begin regulating power plants.
"I think that the Republicans are doing themselves grave damage if they want to pick this fight," he said after an event discussing climate policies.  "They are already losing young voters by 25 points.  They're gonna get in a fight that they're gonna lose."
Polls routinely show that climate change is near the bottom of Americans' concerns, with jobs and the economy near the top.  To Neil Newhouse, Romney's pollster in the last election, Obama is emphasizing an issue that resonates with voters on the margins.  "He's spending his time and his political capital working on issues that are not voters' top priorities," he said.  "What does he expect from this?  I know he's worried about his long-term legacy, but [that's] going to be based on the economy, not on what he does on climate change."
To others, the president's speech this week, in which he referred to the "Flat Earth Society," highlights a Republican position that can help define the party as out of touch.  "When somebody is essentially a denier of science and says there is no such thing as global warming and it's sort of Al Gore's fantasy ...  that helps to build an image of somebody being a Flat-Earther, you know, who's sort of out of touch with modernity and science and reality," said Mark Mellman, a Democratic pollster.
'Burn Everything'
That view is contested in the Senate.  Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) believes that regulating CO2 is going to be a "disaster" -- economically and politically -- for Democrats.
"Listen, I come from Wisconsin," he said.  "If it weren't for climate change over geologic time, we'd be standing on a 200-foot-thick glacier.  So I just do not believe the science has been proven to the point that people believe it is.  And it certainly isn't proven to the point where we should be spending trillions of dollars at an incredibly harmful effect to our economy, based on science that isn't proven."
It's unclear how much the future EPA rules will cost utilities.  But a Natural Resources Defense Council proposal along similar lines estimates that power producers would spend about $4 billion annually to comply with greenhouse gas standards at existing plants.  The environmental group says that investment would be returned through savings on health impacts and reductions of other climate-related costs.
Like Baucus, other moderate Democrats are being careful when handling Obama's plan.  Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) called the plan "horrible."  "Let me just say this: The people, the West Virginians, know that we have a very independent streak and do not kowtow to the Washington Democrat or to the Washington ...  mentality," Manchin said.  "It's not who we are."
His colleague, Sen. Jay Rockefeller, also a Democrat, is retiring next year, leaving the seat open in a year when 4 other Democrats are leaving the Senate.  One of them is Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa, who expects the race for his open seat to attract attacks about Obama's climate policy.  In response, he suggested his own line of attack that highlights the GOP "heck for tomorrow" attitude.  "That's their new philosophy," Harkin said.  "Heck, be happy, burn everything, pollute the atmosphere and don't worry tomorrow."
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